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How Paul Is
Generating Leads
for ONLY $.58
Each...AND Getting
Over 80% of ALL
Leads to Happily
Provide Their REAL
Phone Numbers!

Want to generate more leads & attract more clients for your real
estate business? Discover how to become a CA PRO member today and
get instant access to all of our lead generating action plans and high
converting landing pages...
PLUS a whole lot more!

ABOUT CLIENT ALCHEMIST
ClientAlchemist.com is a community that provides
cutting‐edge online marketing strategies wth expert help
& support for real estate professionals on:
1. How to generate motivated buyer & seller leads for your
real estate business.
2. How to strategically convert those leads into clients.
3. How to create more leverage in your business, so you
can create more freedom & peace of mind.
NOTE: If you’re new to Client Alchemist, you can access
our most recent updates and stay on top of the hottest
marketing trends using the links below...
“Like” Us on Facebook:
https://www.facebook.com/clientalchemist
Listen, Subscribe & Review our Podcast:
http://clientalchemist.com/itunes
Check Out Our Blog Here:
http://clientalchemist.com/blog
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THE ULTIMATE Facebook 
Real
Estate Post
Swipe File...

Copy & Paste Any (or ALL) of These 20 Facebook Ad Campaigns…
So You Can Easily *ATTRACT* Your Ideal Real Estate Client!
The following ad templates you are about to access are compiled from a
sum total of nearly 10 years of “hard knocks” experience and assisting
well over 10,000 clients in the real estate industry.
We carefully reviewed all of the various campaigns we (and our clients)
have run in many different markets over the years in order to provide you
with some of our BIGGEST winners and BEST strategies.
Until now, these templates were kept under lock and key for our private
members only (AND for very good reason too!).
However, we believe that by sharing some of our greatest secrets with an
even larger audience will empower us to reach more real estate agents
just like you who are desperately looking for a change.
You can literally copy and paste these proven templates for your own
marketing efforts and begin to generate MASSIVE results that will quickly
help you to replace tedious, mind‐numbing activities (like cold calling,
prospecting, door knocking, and begging friends and family).
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A WORD OF CAUTION
: Before getting started, it is important that you
make a commitment NOT to change anything that we share with you
below when you first launch your ads.
Instead, simply trust that we (and our clients) have spent $1,000’s and
100’s of hours in testing and tweaking these templates in many different
markets to come up with something that ACTUALLY works.
Only after you have generated enough quantifiable results implementing
these ideas for your own campaigns should you consider “re‐inventing the
wheel.”
Finally, the information contained in this report reveals all you need to
start generating HUGE results on Facebook FAST.
However, there are many of you who may also want to get real “nuts and
bolts” how‐to training when implementing each campaign.
Additionally, since the landscape is constantly evolving online, it pays to
keep a pulse on the latest trends and strategies.
That’s exactly why we created Client Alchemist PRO, so that you can stay
current, know what’s working right now, mastermind with “like‐minded”
agents across the U.S. & Canada, and receive expert hands on coaching.
Allow us to do the heavy lifting so you can focus on building your
business, while having peace of mind that you are doing everything you
need to produce the most conversions possible.
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To learn more about all that PRO has to offer, simply click any of the blue
links at the bottom of each page.
Now, without further ado, we give you “The ULTIMATE Facebook Real
Estate Post “Swipe File”...
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1. Facebook Ad Carousel

This ad is built using Facebook’s ad carousel, which allows advertisers to
feature up to 5 custom images within one ad.
One of our clients, Paul, is currently using the strategy to generate leads
for $.58 a pop while also getting over 80% of all leads to provide their
real phone numbers!
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Why This Ad Works?
The Images:
First, this ad is a showcase of 5 high‐resolution, eye‐catching images that
feature the interiors of various homes in Blue Valley School District.
Here is a sample of the other 4 images people can see as they scroll
through the carousel:

Additionally, each image links to a custom landing page that is unique for
its specified area.
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The Copy: 
“Send your kids to the top ranked school district in Kansas!
Search all Blue Valley homes.”
The headline appeals to all parents who want to provide their children
with the best education possible.
“Search all Blue Valley homes” is a great call to action, because it
suggests this dream can be made a reality by owning a home in this
District.
Next, each image caption highlights a specific area of Blue Valley that
prospects can view homes for (i.e. “Blue Valley High,” Blue Valley
North,” etc.).
The button “Shop Now” and text that reads “Search All Homes” indicates
that the person has found the ideal opportunity to search all listings and
begin the buying process now.
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2. Price Reduced Promoted Post
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This is just one of many different ways that you can use Facebook’s
promoted post feature to generate a flood of activity on your fan page,
while also getting a ton of leads for cheap.
The stats on this ad are remarkable for only $100 ad spend…
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

105 post likes
28 shares (this is INSANE)
31 comments
56 page likes
43 buyer leads
7 special financing leads
1 preapproved Buyer signed up

Imagine the organic social reach (i.e. FREE) this post is getting just from
the activity above. That’s hard to beat!
Why This Ad Works?
The Images:
This post offers a variety of interior and exterior photos. Notice the
great use of lighting as well as an emphasis on the core features such as
wood floors throughout.
Additionally, when an image is clicked, a short caption complements each
individual image with another call to action (see image below).
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The Copy:
Everybody loves a deal, and of course a price reduced home (down $22K
after only being listed 11 days) “screams” motivated seller.
Next, there’s a lot of great stuff going on with the text “Priced to sell
now! 4 bdrm / 3 BA home! GO TO: http://BenjaminStreetNE.com for
pricing and 40+ pics, floorplans, District 418 Special Financing info and
more! Excellent condition!”
This ad points out the BR/BA, the condition of the home, along with a call
to action link to a listing specific landing page. It also clarifies exactly
what a person will get when they go to the link.
Finally, the reference to the type of special financing available builds
even more curiosity for the reader.
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3. Motivated Seller Buyer Referral Post
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This is an example of a “Buyer Referral Offer Post.” For this type of ad,
it’s important to promote a very desirable listing that offers some type of
motivating factor for the buyer to act now.
Here’s a breakdown of the stats:
● $25 investment over 3 day period (started it on Friday and ran over
the weekend)
● 24 post Likes
● 11 Shares
● 3 Comments
● 6 total text/calls/messages
● 1 getting pre‐qualified NOW
● 1 cash buyer with $375K to invest
As you can see, it didn’t take a whole lot of ad spend or time to get
things up and running.
Why This Ad Works?
The Images:
The first 4 images feature an exterior photo with a nice crisp blue sky in
the background, beautiful hardwood floors, and the added benefit of a
pool.
Using this strategy for the selected property is a smart move, because it
is certain to generate a ton of clicks, engagement, and interested buyers.
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The Copy:
“MOTIVATED SELLER....Says "He's Ready To Make A Deal" On this
Immaculate 5 bedroom Pool home on lake in Wellington Schools..
Call/Text (614) 206‐1265 for more details.
AAA International Realtors Inc. 561‐557‐9386”
The opening headline is a home run because it shouts BIG opportunity for
the buyer.
Additionally, by spelling out the school district and the immaculate
condition of this property, the ad will be more likely to draw the right
type of buyer or investor (and repel bargain shoppers).
Finally, with the only call to action being to call or text, this agent will
be much more likely to secure appointments with HIGHLY qualified
buyers, and have a great means for follow‐up too.
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4. “Coming Soon” Money Post
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“Coming soon” posts can be a powerful way to build an early bird list for
a specific property, AND also potential buyers for similar listings in the
future.
For example, a total of $24.58 was spent on this ad, which generated 9
people who either called or texted for more information.
Based on our own experiences, this will easily turn into 2‐3 future clients
(if not more).
Additionally, the post itself received 26 likes and 6 comments.
Why This Ad Works?
The Images:
Again, this promoted post offers a pristine look at the front yard with a
crisp blue sky.
Additionally, the initial images do a good job of capturing the size of the
backyard and unique character of the property.
The Copy:
Using a question for the opening sentence builds engagement and catches
the viewer’s attention.
Additionally, this helps to only call out to a specific audience who fit the
demographic of those who want to downsize or move up.
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Now leads are more likely to be qualified, and a solid call to action is
used for prospects to get more details or see a virtual tour.

Find Out How Robert Generated 6 Leads & 1
Listing Appointment in ONLY 3 Days Below...
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5. “Like” Campaign
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Here is an example of a traditional Facebook “Like” campaign. Although
this may not produce a ton of leads or instant clients for your business,
this is still a vital part of your marketing strategy.
We have found from years of experience that pages with a minimum of
500 likes or more will outperform those that don’t time and time again.
The reason is that as more people engage with your content, the greater
chances you have of connecting with those people; as well as others who
are friends of someone who already likes your page.
This builds credibility and the likelihood that a prospect will become a
lead and eventually a client. Plus, there are really cool ways to run
campaigns to fans of your page for very cheap too.
For this specific ad our client spent a total of $32.19 and generated 258
total “Likes” at $.12 each! Just imagine how quickly you could build a
MASSIVE following for your page at a VERY low cost.
Why This Ad Works?
The Image:
For “Like” campaigns, it’s a good idea to use an image that will speak to
the local community.
So for this example, he used an image of the Nashville city skyline, which
is immediately recognizable to anyone living in his target area.
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NOTE: You don’t necessarily have to use something real estate related to
generate results for this strategy. Just choose a popular local landmark
for best results.
The Copy:
“Own a home in West Nashville? Then "Like" Our Page!”
You don’t need to be fancy here. The important idea is that you call out
to your specific audience and suggest that they “Like” your page.
Facebook does a great job of showing your ads to people who will most
likely take your desired action.
Obviously we know that everyone who sees our ad lives in Nashville,
because we are specifically targeting that city.
However, don’t let the simplicity of this ad fool you. By making the
connection with your viewers, they will be much more likely to take
action.
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6. Buyer Leads on Demand
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Ahhh… the tried and tested “Buyer Leads on Demand” ad. Many of our
clients have built their entire lists of several thousand people with this
strategy alone.
The best part of using this ad is that there are so many different angles
you can take. “FREE Weekly List” followed by your area and niche can be
enough to generate endless leads for your business.
Although we recommend using pre‐foreclosures or bank owned properties
for the best result possible…
For this example we chose to feature a new construction ad that is doing
very well, because we want to prove that this type of strategy can work
for many types of offers.
In fact, we have been running ads just like this for our client over several
years, and they consistently pump out fresh leads every single month like
clockwork.
Here are the stats for this newest variation:
●
●
●
●
●

Total of $124.33 spent
171 website clicks
46 brand new leads at $2.70 each
5 new post likes
AND, I almost forgot to mention that this ad is running in December
right before Christmas (i.e. the slowest month for real estate!)
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Why This Ad Works?
The Image:
For the new construction niche, it’s important to feature a popular style
of new construction that fits the average buyer for your market.
Again, this image has a nice crisp blue sky and is surrounded by beautiful
landscape. This ad then takes a person to a landing page, which uses the
same exact image for congruency.
The Copy:
We recommend that in most cases you aim to use the “FREE Weekly List”
offer when going for buyers.
This communicates to your audience that they will be committing to
weekly updates, which is more likely to help you build a relationship with
your email subscribers over time (
because they’ll be expecting to hear
from you regularly
).
For this ad we used a zip code focus, which is hyper targeted and in many
cases will convert better than using just a city.
Notice how we also included a call to action with the actual link for
people to click on.
We used a question for the headline to grasp the attention of our
viewers, and to call out to those interested in new construction.
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Finally, we point out that the service is free with absolutely no
commitments, and provide a “Learn More” button to generate curiosity
and help people feel at ease.

Click Below to Listen, Subscribe & Review
“The Client Alchemist Show” on Itunes Today!
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7. Seller Leads on Demand
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Here’s one of our favorite type of seller ads that has consistently worked
in every market for many years.
For this specific ad above, one of our brand‐new clients, John, has been
getting a ton of great activity from this single post.
John has had zero experience using social media, yet he simply applied
what we have taught and is now building a list of sellers for right around
$5 per lead. He now has 31 leads and counting in just 2 weeks flat!
Say bye‐bye lead vendors ( :
Why This Ad Works?
The Image:
Ironically, the image above is working even though John chose to use a
stock photo. This is something we typically do not recommend, although
he claims it represents the average homes in his area.
Instead, it is ideal to use images from your local market when possible.
In either case, this is a great exterior photo with a crisp blue sky, just like
we recommend.
The Copy:
He asks 2 questions in this ad, which really engages his audience. Both
speak to homeowners in 37209, which is a great way to call out a hyper
targeted group of people.
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The call to action is to receive a free home valuation with no obligations.
The “Learn More” button creates curiosity.
The offer itself is good, because it allows a seller to get information that
is valuable to know before selling their home, without making any major
commitments upfront.
Using this allows you to qualify your audience and provides an open‐door
for future communication with each lead you generate.
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8. Just Listed
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Why This Ad Works?
The Image:
This ad does a great job of really capturing the unique character of the
home’s exterior features and kitchen.
Because the backyard of this property is so breathtaking, it was smart to
highlight this with the initial photos.
The Copy:
When choosing a “just listed” property, it’s ideal to promote a home that
is likely to generate interest fast.
Both the size of the home along with the scenic backyard and finished
basement makes this listing very desirable.
The text “won’t last long” is a great way to build scarcity and get people
to take action who may normally procrastinate.
Finally the text “For more details and photos, call/text...” is a great call
to action, because this ad is teasing some great photos on the front end…
Yet, this is done without sharing too much information about the finished
basement or interior.
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9. “I Need Your Help” ‐ Seller Campaign
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Why This Ad Works?
The Image:
Here’s a great example of when it pays to use a photo of yourself for the
ad.
Conny is shown smiling and holding a “SOLD” sign in front of the actual
property, along with her phone number for all to see.
This ad immediately creates a warm and reassuring feeling for a seller,
and offers some proof of the result that they can expect when listing with
Conny.
The Copy:
The copy starts off by asking a qualifying question and then appeals to
the viewer’s nobler motives.
She then goes on to indicate that her buyer list is bursting at the seams,
which communicates a quick and easy sale.
Even the most skeptical seller who may have struggled to get rid of their
property in the past now has hope.
A simple call to action to call/text for those who “might” be interested in
selling helps people to put their guard down and simply be open to a
conversation without over committing too early in the process.
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10. Instagram Seller Ad
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Why This Ad Works?
The Image:
Instagram is ALL about posting good images of course…so it’s vital to
select a home that jumps off the page.
Mike’s image does just that by capturing the beautiful landscape,
driveway space and front exterior of this home.
The Copy:
His fan page name is important here, because this is what a person first
sees at the top and in front of the main message.
It is blue and bold...therefore, having a “Surprise” targeted page for
“Surprise” homeowners is crucial.
He then follows best practices for the the standard seller ad technique
outlined in Step #7.
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11. “I Have a Buyer” (Campaign for Attracting
Motivated Sellers)
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Why This Ad Works?
The Image:
Here’s another unique spin on the “I Need Your Help” campaign (Step
#9).
What makes this ad different is that it focuses on a specific motivated
buyer instead.
The image reveals a pending “SOLD” sign to indicate their closing in June,
along with their lovely home with a white picket fence as proof that they
are ready to buy NOW.
It also provides some indication of the type of home they liked/lived in
previously, which can help a potential seller to better know if their home
has a better potential of selling.
The Copy:
A lot of the same principles discussed in Step #9 still apply here, except
now the copy emphasizes how quickly Matt and Jessica need to make a
decision.
The ad also feels more personal because the viewer knows the buyers’
names, their situation, and where they are coming from.
In a sense, it creates a level of empathy that a person otherwise wouldn’t
have.
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12. Screencast Video Listing Promotion
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Why This Ad Works?
The Video:
Most of your competitors do not use video consistently for their
marketing...which is VERY unfortunate, because they work really well!
Additionally, your cost per view in most cases will be less than .$05,
which will allow you to reach a wide audience for your listings quickly.
Plus, for anyone who watches 3 seconds of your video or more, you can
create custom audiences and retarget those same people with future ads.
By simply putting together a few slides with a solid red background, and
turning the presentation into a screencast video, this ad was able to
deliver great results fast.
Additionally, a text call to action is used at the bottom for people who do
not click on the video (or watch it entirely) to ensure it captures the most
leads possible.
The Copy:
This ad alludes to Italian Lake and promotes it as “Priced to Sell FAST.”
A popular area, spacious home, with HIGH END upgrades is enough to get
even curious buyers to make a quick decision before they miss out.
Finally, a triple call to action is also used to call/text (both in the copy
and video), which is a great use of repetition.
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13. “Open Daily” Listing Promo
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Why This Ad Works?
The Image:
For a townhome, this image works great because it really shows off the
wide‐open space, sizable yard, and wood floors along with great lighting.
The Copy:
This ad starts off with a call to action emphasizing the corner lot and
easy access for a showing any time.
It also covers the homes features extremely well, such as the finished
basement, walkout patio, and geothermal heating and cooling.
For those with busy schedules who are looking for something move‐in
ready, this ad is a slam dunk.
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14. “Branding” / Top Of Mind Campaign
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Why This Ad Works?
The Image:
Although branding may not get you immediate leads or clients, this is a
great long term strategy to integrate with your marketing efforts.
The collage is a great play here, because it allows the prospect to “meet”
the agent, while tying it together with a home and local landmark.
The Copy:
Asking a question allows Wendell to engage with the prospect, and offers
an easy way to reach out to him for more information.
As people continue to see more and more of Wendell via branding
strategies and using Facebook retargeting methods, he will quickly
become known as the locally known and trusted expert.
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15. New Construction Video Home Tour Promo
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Why This Ad Works?
The Video:
New construction videos are very smart because many people love to
browse through these types of listings.
It helps your viewer dream, get engaged, and discover what may be
possible within their own price range.
Starting with the kitchen in this video is a great idea, because it quickly
grips the viewer’s attention.
The Copy:
The use of “Motivated Builder...Too much inventory,” along with the
guided video tour is a powerful combo that will draw a lot more leads in
who otherwise would have potentially disqualified themselves.
The offer to call/text to “meet the builder and make a deal” is
irresistible. Anything could be possible at this point.
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16. Is It Time To Refinance?
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Why This Ad Works?
The Image:
This is one of the best kitchen photos we have seen. It offers great
lighting, open‐space, luxurious floors/cabinets, and feels very homey.
The Copy:
The ad title and text copy ask a good qualifying question for local
Mechanicsburg homeowners.
It triggers curiosity by offering to reveal whether or not the prospect
should refinance now, while also pointing out the benefit to them (i.e.
saving money).
Also, the hyperlink matches the offer and the explainer text promises
that there is no obligation for their request.
Finally, a double call to action can be found at the bottom with the
“Learn More” button and “Click Here to Find Out How” text.
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17. “Retargeting” Your Existing Lead Database
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Why This Ad Works?
The Image:
How can you resist this image? When it comes to foreclosures, everybody
likes to dream of the biggest, baddest deal they can get. This image
certainly delivers on that notion ( :
The Copy:
Now, part of the reason why the copy works so well is because this is a
retargeting ad.
In other words, this is being served to people who already have shown an
interest in this type of offer previously.
This is made possible with Facebook’s retargeting pixels, which is
something we cover in intricate detail with our PRO members.
The ad simply asks a question to see if the prospect is still interested in
viewing West shore foreclosure deals.
The call to action is very non‐threatening, because it requests a text or
email instead of a direct phone call.
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18. Local Awareness “Send Message” Campaign
(For Sellers)
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Why This Ad Works?
The Image:
For this offer, we used an image of a popular local community that has
become a relatively big landmark over the last few years.
Many people in the West Shore (which is a relatively large area) will know
exactly what this is, which gives this ad a local appeal for a big audience.
The Copy:
{Action Requested} is a great way to catch somebody’s attention, because
it stands out from the rest of the text.
The ad reassures homeowners that properties in their area are selling for
top dollar right now.
Additionally, the copy does not disqualify anyone…in other words, it
communicates the message that a homeowner could potentially get full
asking price (if not more) for their property.
The call to action is very casual, which provides a very low barrier to
entry.
“Click ‘Send Message’ with your answer to the above question,” along
with the button “Send Message” is a great way to trigger a response.
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Of course, as mentioned previously, the headline, “West Shore Home
Owner?” asks a qualifying question and speaks to the local audience,
which helps to improve engagement as well.

See How Paul Generated 86 Leads for ONLY
$.58 Each Below...
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19. Buyer Referral "Send Message" Promotion
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Why This Ad Works?
The Image:
Here is another standard example of a head‐on image with a crisp blue
sky that captures the unique character of the home.
The Copy:
The text does a great job of emphasizing the urgency of taking action
fast. Both the headline and body copy reveal the outstanding price
reduction.
Although the home may seem smaller from the outside, the fact that this
property has 4BR/3BA produces a greater sense of curiosity. What does it
look like on the inside?
The call to action to send a message for more photos is appealing. Also,
the ability to gain access to special financing makes this deal a potential
home run for a buyer.
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20. Slideshow Video Ad (Let Facebook Make
Videos For You!)
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Why This Ad Works?
The Video:
Here is a perfect example of using Facebook’s built in tool for creating
attention grabbing videos.
Simply upload your images and Facebook will turn them into a video for
you! This works great for listings and it removes all the extra work and
hassle of recording your own slideshow.
The Copy:
This was a great property listing to use since it’s being featured as “Back
on The Market.”
It is a desirable home with a lot of space and land. Coupling this listing
by leveraging video and having a call to action via private message makes
this a low barrier to entry.
Again, as mentioned in template #13, all of the same benefits apply here
as well.
This allows for very low cost per view and the ability to create custom
audiences based on those who watch the video for 3 seconds or more.
As a result, this listing can be provided using many other methods to get
back in front of the right audience and sell this property quickly.
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SO...What’s Next?
Now that you’ve taken the time to read through this entire report (and if
you haven’t yet, go back and do that first), you may be feeling slightly
overwhelmed.
OR, you may be suffering from what we affectionately refer to as “shiny
object syndrome.”
So here’s what you must avoid at all costs…
The goal is NOT to implement every single idea in this report. Instead,
we recommend that you pick out 3 or 4 of your favorite templates to
begin with and get those fully optimized first.
Once you start to generate some solid results with your campaigns, only
then should you consider integrating a new template every month or so.
We have literally spilled the beans on some of the BEST & HIGHEST
converting ad templates we’ve seen, and now the choice is yours.
You have been given the keys for building a completely sustainable real
estate business following the strategies outlined in this report.
So please don’t discount the information we have provided here. When
you simply invest the time into studying these strategies and then take
imperfect action along the way, you WILL be successful!
And remember, you’re not on your own either...
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Ready to take your business to the next level, stay accountable, and learn
the systems and tactics that top agents are using right now to get
MASSIVE results (while bypassing years of wasted time and expensive
mistakes)?
Then we strongly recommend that you start your PRO membership today
by clicking the link below, and you’ll gain instant access to:
● Step‐by‐Step “Action Plans”
‐ Access detailed step by step plans to
help you leverage whatever assets you currently have or get started
creating assets now…
● Expert “Marketing Critiques”
‐ Receive expert feedback and
reviews on your current marketing campaigns so you can improve
conversions and MAXIMIZE your return on investment.
● LIVE Weekly “Office Hours” 
‐ 4 times per month we'll be sharing
updates, opening up the lines for Q&A...PLUS you’ll get to see
what’s working right now for other Client Alchemists just like you!
● "CA Connect" Mastermind Group
‐ Discover what’s working AND
getting help with what isn’t. Plus you’ll be able to network with and
even refer business to other Client Alchemists all throughout the
US, Canada & beyond!
● BONUS #1 & 2: "PipelinePagez" + Done for You “Fast Start” Setup
Get a fully optimized website built exclusively for you so you can
get more leads with zero tech headaches. Includes "out‐of‐the‐box,"
high‐converting buyer and seller landing pages. Connects with a
wide variety of email marketing providers.
● UNLIMITED Priority Support
‐ Get expert help with any questions
you may have FAST. Our support team is "on‐call" and ready to
service all your needs, so you can quickly implement everything you
learn as a Client Alchemist member.
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